Image Capture App – Wound/Burn/Laceration Photo

Image Capture Login and Patient Identification

Cerner Camera Capture allows you to quickly take multiple images of a wound or burn and immediately access those images within the patient’s record in PowerChart. Previously, this process was done using a digital camera and the photos had to be uploaded manually to the patient’s chart. Now, they are uploaded directly to Cerner's cloud service and are available immediately.

☐ After preparing the patient’s wound position, tap the Cerner Camera Capture App on the device.

☐ Log into the device using your standard Adventist Health Username and Password

Note: See section Adding a Schedule if no patients are listed

☐ Tap your patient name to start the image capture process.

⚠️ The patient must be checked in before you can start the image capture process.
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The camera is now in ready mode.

Verify patient identifiers before taking picture

**Capturing and Saving the Image**

- With patient in appropriate position, tap the white **shutter button** to take the photo.

- If the photo is acceptable, tap the **green check mark**. Tap the **red X** to retake the photo.
In the next screen, add the **Anatomy** and **Laterality** to the name field. Do not delete the date and time already in the field.

- Tap the applicable **Content Type**, then tap **Save**

- Tap **Settings** then tap **Log out** to log out of the device

- Tap **Done** to return to the Patient List

- In the Adult Intake – AMB form, include “see photo” along with the chief complaint.
Adding a Schedule

- From the Schedule tab, tap the Schedule icon in the top left corner

- Active schedules that have already been added will display with a check mark. To add more schedules, tap Edit in the top left corner

- Tap Add Schedule

- Search for the schedule and tap desired result
Next, do one of the following
1. Tap **Add Schedule** to continue adding additional schedules
2. Tap the **red circle** icon next to a schedule to remove it from the list
3. Tap **Done** to finish

Tap **Done** to return to the **Schedule** patient list
Adding an Image to a PowerNote (Provider)

☐ Click **Use Free Text** in the area of the PowerNote where you would like to insert the image. Then click the **Insert Image** icon at the top of the note.

☐ Click the radio button for **MultiMedia Manager**, then click **OK**

Click the checkbox for **Remember my selection**... to bypass this prompt in the future.
Click the correct **image** under the *Wound/Incisions* or the *Burns* folder, then click **Include**

Images are listed in order by date within each folder, with the most recent images listed first.

The image is now embedded in the note. Continue with documentation as usual.
After clicking **Sign/Submit**, the image is visible in the completed note in the patient’s record.

*Final Report*

Abdominal Pain *ED*

Patient: ZZT, ST, ASUNBYDAY  BIR: 7456
Age: 73 years  Sex: Male  DOB: 6/10/1948
Associated Diagnoses: None
Author: Eaves, Judi A

Basic Information

Time Patient Seen face to face: Date and time not entered

Physical Examination

Skin: Wound(s).